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in 2014, i collaborated with the german language teachers of the university in lüneburg to translate
the booklet gründliche sprachlehre und -praxis (9th edition) into english. the publisher from the
university, dr. philipp h. mayer verlag gmbh, had developed the course material in cooperation with
the school and commissioned the company tes to translate the teachers' manual into english. in
2006, i was commissioned by the publishing house tagungsverlag schumacher to translate the book
geradenbilder (7th edition) into english. this is a textbook for students of architectural design which
shows the different components of technical drawing for architects, civil engineers, industrial
designers, landscape architects, mechanical engineers and other designers. the translation work was
completed in september 2008. in 2003, i was commissioned by the publishers klett-cotta verlag to
translate the book zwischen den ufern (4th edition) into english. this is a textbook for landscape
architects, landscape and garden designers, landscapers and garden planners. i have also translated
the third english edition of this textbook for the publisher. between 2001 and 2005, i translated the
book das feuerwerk (3rd edition) by publisher bezirksverwaltung stuttgart into english. this is a guide
for professionals in the fields of engineering, construction, plumbing, heating and ventilation. the
book was distributed to the local authorities as a training tool for municipal employees. the
translation work was completed in 2005.
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in 2018, tes was entrusted with the translation of the website of the company rentschler reven gmbh
into english and french. in cooperation with a colleague whose mother tongue is french, we

translated the content of the comprehensively revised website with its new responsive design,
including pdfs for download. the texts were checked by four-eye proofreaders after translation. the
changes that have been made in the meantime have also been translated by us for the most part.
metalloberflächentwicklung is a bachelor degree program for mechanical engineering graduates

which is designed as an intensive course of studies, with a higher workload than 180 credit points. in
cooperation with a colleague whose mother tongue is french, we translated the content of the

comprehensively revised website with its new responsive design, including pdfs for download. the
texts were checked by four-eye proofreaders after translation. the changes that have been made in

the meantime have also been translated by us for the most part. the bachelor-program general
engineering science (ges) starts with a broad, for all students binding fundamental engineering

curricula. with begin of the 3rd semester students have to choose one of the 9 fields of study, some
of them with further specialisations. ges is designed as an intensive course of studies, with a higher

workload than 180 credit points. the bachelor degree in one of the fields of study enables a
consecutive study of one of the corresponding master study, of another technical or of an economic
oriented master study. most of the modules in the 1st and the 2nd semester of ges are offered in

english. 5ec8ef588b
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